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1770 Lancaster sight ........................................ #RS-DRU-1
Isaac Haines style, ideal for a swamped  barrel, this wax cast 

steel sight has  concave bevels on the front three edges, and 
a flat top. We recommend filing a square notch for use with a 
blade front sight. The dovetail is about .585” long, with a .535” 
base about .062” deep.
#RS-DRU-1 1770 Lancaster sight only $7.99

Snake finial rear sight ......................................... #RS-A-39
Wax cast steel, not polished, this  sight is essentially identical to 
our #RS-LB-14 and 16 except that it has a snake finial at front. 
Early American folk-art, it may have symbolized lethal accuracy. 
The dovetail is 1” long by .539” wide for 7/8” and .590” for 1.” 
Dovetail to a depth of .050”. File the front edge to fit your slot.
#RS-A-39 Snake finial rear sight only $10.99

Long base rear sight ................................... #RS-DRU-LCT
Wax cast steel, not polished. this long base sight may be 
shortened to fit nearly any old dovetail. Cut the sight to fit your 
rifle, do not enlarge the barrel slot. Made in the U.S.A., the 
dovetail is about 1.275” length, and the base is .520” wide.
#RS-DRU-LCT Long base rear sight only $7.99

Tennessee rear sight ....................................... #RS-PA-194
Flat top, rounded edges, this sight will not cut your hand, nor 

snag your gun case. Notch is indicated, not cut. Use this on 
a rifle or pistol with a 13/16” or 7/8” octagon barrel. Wax cast 
steel, the dovetail is .767” long, and the base is .508” wide.
#RS-PA-194 Tennessee rear sight only $7.99
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Poor Boy rear sight .......................................... #RS-TOW-1
Wax cast steel, this sight is made in the U.S.A. from patterns 

made by the famous rifle maker, Mr. Louis Smith of Johnson 
City, Tennessee. Semi-buckhorn style, with a flat surface over 
the notch area. The dovetail is .640” wide, .630” long, with a 
simple thumbnail finial.
#RS-TOW-1 Poor Boy rear sight only $7.99
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Low flint longrifle sight ......................... #RS-LLB-14 or 16
Original longrifles were nearly always fitted with “fine” (low) 

sights, in the mistaken belief that the low sights reduced 
sighting error. Too low for good target work, use it to restore or 
replicate an original antique rifle. Wax cast with a 1” dovetail, 
about .535” wide for use on a 13/16 to 7/8” or .585” wide on a 
15/16” or or 1” barrel. Dovetail to a depth of .050”, the blade 
will stand .23” above the plane of the barrel.
#RS-LLB-14 Low rise rear sight for 7/8” only $7.99
#RS-LLB-16 Low rise rear sight for   1” only $7.99
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Flint longrifle rear sight ...........................#RS-LB-14 or 16

A crisp wax casting, not polished, this steel rear sight has 
an extra long base that may be trimmed to fit an over-sized 
dovetail, up to 1” length. The sight blade tilt minimizes mirage 
and glare. The dovetail is 1” long by .539” wide for 7/8” and 
.590” for 1.” Dovetail to a depth of .050”. File the front edge 
to fit your slot.
#RS-LB-14 Long base sight for 7/8” only $7.99
#RS-LB-16 Long base sight for   1” only $7.99
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George Schreyer rear sight ........... #RS-SCH-14, 16, or 18
This York County rear sight is wax cast steel with attractive 

bevels on the front edges, and a flat top easily filed to height. 
The notch is indicated. The dovetail is .750” long, width .526” for 
7/8”, .578” for 1”, and .620” for 1-1/8”. Dovetail to .062” deep.
#RS-Sch-14 George Shreyer sight for 7/8” only $7.99
#RS-Sch-16 George Shreyer sight for   1” only $7.99
#RS-Sch-18 George Shreyer sight for 1-1/8” only $7.99
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Skirted dovetail sight .................................... #RS-DRU-CT
This rear sight has a concealed  dovetail under a front and 

rear skirt. It will hide a rough looking slot on a 13/16” or 7/8” 
 octagon barrel. The  dovetail is about .385” as cast, it will clean 
up to a standard .375” dovetail. The base is .550” wide.
#RS-DRU-CT Skirted dovetail sight only $7.99
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